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Abstract In this paper, we consider a hierarchical control design for multi-agent systems based on approximate simulation. To
reduce complexity, we first construct a simple abstract system to guide the agents, then we discuss the simulation relations between the
abstract system and multiple agents. With the help of this abstract system, distributed hierarchical control is proposed to complete
a coordination task. By virtue of a common Lyapunov function, we analyze the collective behaviors with switching multi-agent
topology in light of simulation functions.
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Coordination of multi-agent systems has attracted more
and more attention in recent years. A fundamental chal-
lenge in multi-agent systems is to cope with distributed de-
sign and large-scale information processing. However, the
complexity in the analysis and synthesis is huge because of
the large sizes and hierarchical/hybrid structures of multi-
agent systems. In the coordination problem of multi-agent
networks, the leader-follower framework has been widely
used, where one or more (maybe virtual) leaders are se-
lected to lead the whole group of agents to achieve the
collective task[1−5].

Hierarchical control makes a great effort to deal with
complex systems. For complexity reduction and effective
design, an important task is to give simplified models as
abstract systems for given practical systems or reduce the
model complexity of existing models[6−7]. Different meth-
ods have been developed, including inclusion principle[8],
aggregation[9], and approximate simulation[10]. In fact, the
hierarchical control based on approximate simulation be-
comes a hot topic in these years. The hierarchical ap-
proach features the following steps: a simple abstraction is
constructed for the complex plant (usually called concrete
system); the abstract controller for the abstract system is
designed simply; then the control law for the concrete sys-
tem can be synthesized in hierarchical way by embedding
an abstract controller, for example, the proposed hierar-
chical control method for linear systems with simulation
function[10]. However, most of the existing results are for
single systems. Note that approximate simulation can sim-
plify some problems, but it may lose some accuracy. There-
fore, tradeoff is needed between abstraction and accuracy.

Multi-agent systems are certainly complex, and the hier-
archical control of multi-agent systems has been discussed
to simplify the design complexity. For example, to simplify
the change of formation pattern, formation hierarchy was
employed and an effective design was given for multiple ve-
hicles in [5], and a hierarchical formation control based on
pseudo-rigid transformation was proposed for multi-robot
system in [11]. However, those ideas highly rely on the
communication topology among the robots and (virtual)
leaders.

The objective of this paper is to investigate a new hi-
erarchical control for multi-agent systems. Here we try to
extend the centralized abstraction-based hierarchical con-
trols to distributed ones when the network topology keeps
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switching. Since the agents are homogeneous, we only con-
struct one abstract model for the agents. Then we treat
the abstract model as a virtual leader and use the leader-
follower framework to guide the group. In other words, to
reduce the complexity to control agents directly, we build a
simplified model of agents as a virtual leader of the multi-
agent system, and we give a simple design for the abstract
system. Then we propose the distributed control with two
parts: one is the local control for coordination, while the
other is from the virtual leader. The abstract model is set
up in a remote control center, whose control is sent out as
a command to each agent in the distance. In our problem,
to solve the problems resulting from switching topology, a
common Lyapunov function is constructed to guarantee the
control design.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides
preliminaries and the formulation of distributed hierarchi-
cal control. Section 2 carries out the discussion on approx-
imate simulation and the abstract system. Section 3 gives
the design of distributed hierarchical control of multi-agent
systems with switching topology and then shows a numer-
ical result afterwards. Finally, Section 4 presents the con-
cluding remarks.

1 Preliminaries and formulation

First of all, we introduce some basic concepts and nota-
tions in graph theory (referring to [12] for details). A di-
rected graph (or digraph) is usually denoted as G = (N , E),
where N = {1, 2, · · · , n} is the set of nodes and E is the set
of arcs, each element of which is an ordered pair of distinct
nodes in N . (i, j) denotes an arc leaving node i and enter-
ing node j. A walk in digraph G is an alternating sequence
i1e1i2e2 · · · ek−1ik of nodes il and arcs em = (im, im+1) ∈ E
for l = 1, 2, · · · , k. If there exists a walk from node i to
node j then node j is said to be reachable from node i. In
particular, each node is thought to be reachable by itself.
A node that is reachable from any node of G is called a
globally reachable node of G.

In is an n × n identity matrix. A symmetric matrix
P > 0 means that it is positive definite. For any vector
xxx, xxxT denotes its transpose. σ(A) denotes the spectrum of
matrix A. diag{·} denotes a diagonal matrix with a list of

diagonal elements[13].
Here we consider a system consisting of m agents and

a leader (denoted as node 0). In the sequel, the state of
agent i is denoted by xxxi for i = 1, · · · , m. If m agents
are regarded as the vertices in V, the relationships between
n agents can be conveniently described by a simple graph
G, where (i, j) defines one of the graph′s arcs if agent j
is reachable from agent i. Ni(t) denotes the set of labels
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of those agents, from which agent i (i = 1, · · · , m) can be
reachable at time t. The weighted adjacency matrix of G
is denoted by Am = [aij ] ∈ Rm×m, where aii = 0 and
aij ≥ 0 (aij > 0 if there is a walk from agent i to agent
j). Its degree matrix Dm = diag{d1, · · · , dm} ∈ Rm×m is a
diagonal matrix, where diagonal elements di =

∑m
j=1 aij for

i = 1, · · · , m. Then the Laplacian of the graph is defined
as L = Dm − Am.

In what follows, we mainly concern another graph Ḡ as-
sociated with the system consisting of m agents and the
leader. In fact, Ḡ contains m agents (related to graph G)
and the leader with directed edges from some agents to the
leader by the connection weights ai0 > 0 (if agent i is con-
nected to the leader, or equivalently, agent i is a neighbor
of the leader, denoted by i ∈ N0).

The following lemma shows an important property of
Laplacian L[12] for a relationship between the graph con-
nectivity and its Lapalcian.

Lemma 1. Laplacian L of G has a zero eigenvalue with
eigenvector 1 = (1, · · · , 1)T ∈ Rm.

Consider a set of m agents, whose dynamics is identified
as follows:

ẋxxi = Axxxi + Buuui, uuui ∈ Rk, xxxi ∈ Rn (1)

where (A, B) is stabilizable, xxxi,uuui are the states and con-
trols of agent i, i = 1, · · · , m.

All the agents will complete a task given in a task set,
denoted as T . Here, for simplicity, we assume the desired
trajectory is wwwd(t) ∈ Rq, which can be obtained by motion
planning. Our task here is to make limt→∞(yyyi − wwwd) = 0
with yyyi = Cxxxi ∈ Rq. Without loss of generality, we assume
that C is of full row rank.

Usually, it is not easy to control all the agents to com-
plete a task, especially when the agent dynamics are com-
plex or high dimensional. Certainly, we can use abstraction
techniques to make an abstract system for each agent in
order to simplify the practical design as people have done
for single systems. However, since the agents are homoge-
neous, we take one simple abstract model for all of them
for simplicity, and moreover, we add the inter-agent com-
munication to improve the convergence (to trade off the
requirement of information of the abstract system some-
times). In this case, we try hierarchical control to simply
the control design as follows:

1) Take one simple abstract model for all the agents,
described by {

ẇww = Swww + Dvvv, www ∈ Rl

yyy0 = Fwww ∈ Rq (2)

which can be viewed as a virtual leader (node 0) to influence
or guide the multi-agent network by its output yyy0. Note
that (2) is artificial, and S, D, F can be selected for our
task purpose. The dimension of www is much lower than that
of xxxi so that we can have a simpler controller for (2).

2) Control vvv of (2) can be easily obtained. Then we only
send vvv, instead of the task trajectory, to all the agents, and
also send yyy0 to one or more agents which are treated as
the neighbors of the leader. Then the problem becomes a
leader-follower problem.

Although leader-follower framework here, the hierarchi-
cal formulation is different from the conventional leader-
follower problems, where the leader dynamics is given.
Here, the abstract model (viewed as leader) can be built
on our own, which provides us more degrees of freedom to
optimize the controllers′ performance.

A0 is an m × m diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal el-
ement is ai0 (if agent i is connected to the leader or node
0, namely i ∈ N0). With L still representing the Laplacian

matrix of digraph G, we define a matrix H = L + A0 to
describe the connectivity of the whole graph Ḡ. Obviously,
H1 = A01 with the help of Lemma 1. The next lemma
about H was borrowed from [14].

Lemma 2[14]. For any undirected graph G, H is positive
definite if and only if node 0 of Ḡ is globally reachable.

For the multi-agent system under consideration, the
relationships between neighbors (and the interconnection
topology) change over time. Suppose that there is an in-
finite sequence of bounded, non-overlapping, contiguous
time-intervals [ti, ti+1), i = 0, 1, · · · , starting at t0 = 0.

Denote S = {Ḡ1, Ḡ2, · · · , Ḡμ} as a set of the graphs with
all possible topologies, which includes all possible inter-
connection graphs (involving n agents and a leader), and
denote P = {1, 2, · · · , μ} as its index set.

To describe the variable interconnection topology, we de-
fine a switching signal σ : [0,∞) → P, which is piecewise-
constant. Therefore, Ni and the connection weight aij (i =
1, · · · , n, j = 1, · · · , n) are time-varying, and moreover,
Laplacian Lp (p ∈ P) associated with the switching inter-
connection graph is also time-varying (switched at ti, i =
0, 1, · · · ), though it is a time-invariant matrix in any in-
terval [ti, ti+1). To avoid infinite-switching within a finite
time interval and related non-smooth description, we as-
sume that there is a constant τ0 > 0, often called dwell
time, with ti+1 − ti ≥ τ0, ∀i.

To study the hierarchical control of switching multi-
agent systems with approximate simulations, we give a
standard assumption for coordination.

Assumption 1. Node 0 (abstract system) is always
globally reachable in Ḡσ(t).

This assumption is necessary in the coordination.
In this paper, the topology is time-varying with a given

dwell time, but keeps connected. Then the graph of the
whole system is time-varying, denoted as Ḡσ(t) : [0,∞) →
S. Consequently, the neighbor sets N σ(t)

j (j = 1, · · · , m)

and N σ(t)
0 , along with the connection weights aij (i, j =

1, · · · , m) and ai0 (i = 1, · · · , N) are time-varying. In
other words, Laplacian Lσ(t) associated with the switch-
ing interconnection graph G0,σ(t) and A0,σ(t) associated
with the connections between agents and the leader are
time-varying (switched at ti, i = 0, 1, · · · ). Obviously,
Hσ(t) = Lσ(t) + A0,σ(t) is also time-varying.

However, Ḡp (p ∈ P) is a constant graph during the
time interval [ti, ti+1), and then Lσ(t) = Lp, Hσ(t) = Hp

are constant matrices when t ∈ [ti, ti+1). According to
Lemma 2 and Assumption 1, all eigenvalues of the matrices
Hp (p ∈ P) are positive, and then we denote λ̄ as the
minimal eigenvalue of these matrices Hp (p ∈ P).

Since the set P is finite, λ̄ > 0.
For the considered agent system, we give an assumption.
Assumption 2. (A, B) is stabilizable.
The tracking error for agent i is defined as

eeei = Cxxxi − yyy0 ∈ Rq, i = 1, · · · , m (3)

In our formulation, the information of yyy0 (and therefore,
ei) may not be available for agent i in its design. Instead,
to achieve the aim, distributed algorithms are proposed by
considering relative measurements as follows:

zzzi =
∑

j∈Ni

aij(xxxi − xxxj) +
∑

i∈N0

ai0(xxxi − C+yyy0) (4)

for i = 1, · · · , m, where C+ is a generalized inverse of C
satisfying CC+ = Iq. Here C+ assures that we can obtain
eeei = Cxxxi − yyy0 via zzzi when yyy0 is obtained, as was used in
distributed output regulation problem[15]. With this rela-
tive information, control input u will be designed subject
to abstract output variable yyy0.
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Here we focus on the distributed control problem with
the information exchanged between the followers once they
are connected. In other words, the only available in-
formation in the distributed control for agent i includes
(xxxi −xxxj) (j ∈ Ni) if it is not connected to the leader. Fur-
thermore, if agent i is connected to the leader, then the
output of the leader or (xxxi − C+yyy0) is also available.

The distributed control laws can be expressed in the fol-
lowing form:

uuui = Rvvv + Kzzzzi, i = 1, · · · , m (5)

where command vvv has been sent to and drive all the agents.
Note that the input to agent i includes two parts: a

global command vvv to complete the collective task, and a rel-
ative information zzzi for coordination between agents (and
leaders); that is, agent i can be guided hierarchically by
the abstract model via vvv and its output yyy0 (determined by
the initial conditions); particularly, if we take R = 0, this
control law comes out to be a pure local rule.

In practice, to complete a task, the input command vvv
and initial conditions of the constructed abstract model
will be planned or designed according to the task set T . In
other words, vvv cannot be designed independently of a given
task. Here we mainly focus on the distributed design of the
interface between two levels for multi-agent systems, and
do not pay much attention on how to construct vvv based
on a given task. In fact, once we obtain a simple abstract
system, there are many methods to construct vvv for a given
task trajectory.

Denote

xxx =

⎡⎢⎣xxx1

...
xxxm

⎤⎥⎦ , uuu =

⎡⎢⎣uuu1

...
uuum

⎤⎥⎦ , eee =

⎡⎢⎣eee1

...
eeem

⎤⎥⎦
Then the multi-agent system (1) and (2) becomes⎧⎨⎩

ẋxx = (Im ⊗ A)xxx + (Im ⊗ B)uuu

ẇww = Swww + Dvvv

eee = (Im ⊗ C)xxx − (1 ⊗ F )www

(6)

with 1 = (1 · · · 1)T ∈ RN .
Then the closed-loop system can be rewritten as⎧⎨⎩

ẋxx = Aσ
c xxx + Rcvvv + Bσ

c www

ẇww = Swww + Dvvv

eee = (Im ⊗ C)xxx − 1 ⊗ yyy0

(7)

with

Aσ
c = Im ⊗ A + Hσ ⊗ (BKz), Rc = 1 ⊗ BR

Bσ
c = −(Hσ1) ⊗ (BKzC+F )

by H1 = A01. The superscript σ describes the switching
resulting from variable interaction topologies. When there
is no confusion, we may drop the superscript.

2 Simulation and abstract system

In this section, we discuss approximate simulation and
related abstract system.

A function γ : R+ → R+ is said to be a class-K function
if it is strictly increasing and continuous with γ(0) = 0.

Simulation functions have been introduced and discussed
in many publications including [7, 10, 16] to provide a mea-
surement of approximation simulation. Roughly speaking,
given two systems S and S′, the (approximate) simulation
relation of S′ by S is a relation over their state spaces ex-
plaining how a state trajectory of S′ can be transformed

into a state trajectory of S with identical (approximate)
output trajectories. A simulation function is to make sure
the distance between the associated output trajectories re-
mains within computable bounds under the transformation.

A simulation function was defined in [7] and we redefine
a simulation function in this paper for distributed hierar-
chical control as follows:

Definition 1. Function V (ξξξ,www) is called a simulation
function of a system

ξ̇ξξ = Āξξξ + B̄uuu, ζζζ = C̄ξξξ (8)

and its abstract model in the form of (2) if there are control
uuu and class-K functions α and γ such that

V (ξξξ,www) ≥ ||ζζζ − yyy0|| (9)

and for any vvv with γ(||vvv||) ≤ V (ξξξ,www),

dV

dt
≤ −α(V (ξξξ,www)) (10)

Remark 1. This definition is slightly different from that
given in [7]. In (10), we constrain an upper bound for dV

dt
,

and we will find that this K function allows us to obtain
a more precise bound for simulation relationship between
the output trajectories of two systems.

It is known from [7] that, if there is a simulation function
of system S′ by S and α(r) = 0, then

||ζζζ(t) − yyy0(t)|| ≤ max{V (www(0), ξξξ(0)), γ(||vvv||∞)} (11)

With our modified definition, we can get a similar estima-
tion via the comparison theorem:

||ζζζ(t) − yyy0(t)|| ≤ β(V (www(0), ξξξ(0)), t) + γ(||vvv||∞) (12)

which is true when vvv = 0 (ζζζ can asymptotically track the
output trajectory yyy0 of system (2)).

In this paper, the distributed hierarchical control design
for system (1) is achieved under (5) if there is a simulation
function for system (7). In fact, the above formulation
can be viewed as an extension of the hierarchical control of
single system (e.g., [7]) to networked systems. To reduce
the complexity introduced by the dynamics of agents, we
first construct a simple abstract system, and then use this
abstract model to guide all the homogeneous agents whose
dynamics may be complex to complete a task through the
global command vvv.

Remark 2. The difference between the hierarchical con-
trol and distributed output regulation (DOR)[15] is as fol-
lows: in DOR, the leader is given in advance without any
input and tracking can be achieved asymptotically; in the
hierarchical control defined here, the leader is artificial to
achieve some given task and therefore it has its own con-
trol input (or command); the tracking may not be accurate
(probably with bounds described by simulation functions).

Remark 3. In our abstract model, the initial conditions
can also be selected. Even if taking vvv = 0, this hierarchi-
cal method can still drive all the agents to complete some
simple tasks like consensus via relative information by the
proposed distributed control laws.

Before discussing the hierarchical control, we need to dis-
cuss how to construct the abstract system by determining
S, D, and F . Moreover, D can be selected to optimize the
controller’s performance. Different from the conventional
leader-follower problems, the abstract system (along with
its control input vvv) as the leader is not given in advance
but constructed based on the given task.

To solve the distributed hierarchical control design, we
give another assumption as follows.
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Assumption 3. For given agent dynamics (1), there
are matrices X and C+ (with CC+ = Iq) such that

XS = AX, C+F = X (13)

To make Assumption 3 hold, we need to discuss the suitable
matrices S and F . This assumption is not so restrictive
as it appears because S, F, X can be freely selected. The
freedom to construct different abstract systems may help
us in the distributed design to achieve collective tasks.

Remark 4. Assumption 3 can be relaxed as: for given
agent dynamics (1), there are matrices X and C+ such that

XS = AX, F = CX, C+F = X (14)

Namely, C+ needs not be a generalized inverse of C (with
CC+ = Iq). In fact, with (14), we can always find a C+

such that Assumption 3 holds.
Lemma 3. im(X) is an A-invariant subspace.
Since A-invariant subspace can be determined using the

Jordan normal form of A, possible X and S can be selected.
Assumption 3 also gives F = CX. Moreover, we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 4. Given X, let F = CX. Then there exists a
C+ such that C+F = X if and only if

ker(XT) + im(CT) = Rn

A simple necessary condition is rank(X) ≤ rank(C).
Proof. Suppose that there exists matrix C+ such

C+F = X. Then we have C+CX = X and (In−C+C)X =

0, or XT(In − CTC+T
) = 0. For all xxx ∈ Rn, we have

xxx = CTC+T
xxx + (In − CTC+T

)xxx, since (In − CTC+T
)xxx ∈

ker(XT), and CTC+T
xxx ∈ im(CT), we have ker(XT) +

im(CT) = Rn.
Conversely, let us assume that ker(XT)+im(CT) = Rn.

Then, there exists matrix M such that

im(M) ⊆ ker(XT), and im(M) ⊕ im(CT) = Rn

Then, there exist two matrices C1 and C2 such that

In = MC1 + CTC2

It follows that XT = XT(MC1 + CTC2) = XTCTC2 =
FTC2 because im(M) ⊆ ker(XT), or C+F = X if we take
C+ = CT

2 .
The necessary condition is easy to verify by noting that

dim(ker(XT)) + dim(im(CT)) ≥ n, and dim(ker(XT)) =
n − rank(X), dim(im(CT)) = rank(C). �

Combined with CC+ = Iq, Lemmas 3 and 4 give us a
method to find suitable S, X, D, R, C+ and F . How to ef-
fectively obtain an abstract system for a distributed design
is still a challenging problem. The selection of D and R is to
make (S, D) be controllable and moreover, satisfy specific
performance indexes.

3 Main results

In this section, we will show the simulation function for
switching multi-agent systems. Clearly, the multi-agent co-
ordination problem becomes much harder to solve when
the considered multi-agent system keeps switching. Even
if we can find a control law to stabilize the group of
systems simultaneously, we may not stabilize the system
that switches between the group of subsystems since the
switched system may be unstable though all the subsys-
tems are stable.

Common Lyapunov function (CLF) is known to be an
effective tool to solve these problems. The following lemma
is well known and provides a way to construct a common
Lyapunov function.

Lemma 5[17]. Consider system ẋxx = Ãxxx + B̃uuu, yyy = C̃xxx.
If (Ã, B̃) is stabilizable and matrix M is positive definite,
then there is a unique solution P , in the class of symmetric
positive semi-definite maps, to the Riccati equation:

ÃTP + PÃ − PB̃M−1B̃TP + Q = 0

Furthermore, Ã − B̃M−1B̃TP is stable.
Based on Lemma 2, all the eigenvalues of Hσ are positive,

denoted as λσ
i , i = 1, · · · , m, for any σ(t).

To deal with the problem, we first give a lemma for si-
multaneous design.

Lemma 6. With Assumption 2, there are a positive
definite matrix P , matrix Kz, and positive constants c̄, ĉ
such that{

P ≥ CTC
c̄

(A + λσ
i BKz)

TP + P (A + λσ
i BKz) ≤ −ĉP

(15)

where λσ
i > 0 for i = 1, · · · , m are the eigenvalues of Hσ.

Proof. Clearly, the minimum eigenvalue of Hσ is well-
defined because the number of Hσ is finite, we denote it as
λ̄ > 0. Because (A, B) is stabilizable, according to Lemma
5, we obtain that A−BBTP is stable, where P is the unique
solution of the Riccati equation ATP+PA−PBBTP+In =
0. Take Kz = −max{1, 1/λ̄}BTP , and then it is not hard
to see that A+B(λσ

i Kz) is stable under the state feedback
uuu0

i = Kzzzzi because A − κBBTP is so for κ ≥ 1. Note that
there is a constant ĉ > 0 such that In > ĉP . In this way,
the second inequality can be proved.

Since P is positive definite, there is a sufficiently large
constant c̄ that makes the first inequality hold. �

In the following, we assume c̄ = 1 without loss of gener-
ality (otherwise, we can take c̄P as a new P ). Obviously,
(Im ⊗ C)(1 ⊗ X) = 1 ⊗ F .

Here we have to find a simulation function based on the
given distributed control (5).

The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1 ∼ 3, there is a hi-

erarchical control law in the distributed form of (5) for
the multi-agent systems when the interconnection topology
keeps switching among S = {Ḡ1, Ḡ2, · · · , Ḡμ}.

Proof. Take Pc = Im ⊗ P , where P is obtained from
Lemma 6, then construct the common simulation function
candidate, which is independent of the switching signal σ,
as follows:

V (xxx,www) =
√

(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(Xcwww − xxx), Xc = 1 ⊗ X

where X is defined in Assumption 3. Obviously, condition
(9) is satisfied. We only need to prove (10) for the switching
system with distributed design.

As we mentioned, in the time interval [ti, ti+1) for any
given i = 0, 1, · · · , there is no switching and therefore,
the interconnection graph associated with matrix Hp is
unchanged with some p ∈ P. Let us focus on the time-
invariant system during [ti, ti+1). By Assumption 3 and
Lemma 2, the constant matrix Hp is positive definite. Let
us consider the derivative of V in the time interval [ti, ti+1),
that is,

V̇ |(6) =
∂V

∂www
ẇww +

∂V

∂xxx
ẋxx =

(Xcwww − xxx)TPc[Xc(Swww + Dvvv) − (Ap
cxxx + Rcvvv + Bp

cwww)]√
(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(Xcwww − xxx)
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Due to Assumption 3, we have

XcS = (Im ⊗ A)Xc, 1 ⊗ C+F = Xc

Then

V̇ =
(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(Im ⊗ A + Hp ⊗ (BKz))(Xcwww − xxx)√

(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(Xcwww − xxx)
+

(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(XcD − Rc)vvv√
(Xcwww − xxx)TPc(Xcwww − xxx)

From Lemma 6,

[Im⊗A+Hp⊗(BKz)]
TPc+Pc[Im⊗A+Hp⊗(BKz)] ≤ −ĉPc

Moreover, because ||XcD − Rc|| ≤ ||XD − BR|| and

||
√

Pc|| = ||
√

P ||,

V̇ ≤ − ĉ

2
V + ||

√
P || · ||XD − BR|| · ||vvv||

when t ∈ [ti, ti+1). Therefore, there is a class-K function γ
such that

V̇ ≤ − ĉ

2
V + γ(||vvv||), ∀t ≥ 0

Thus, the conclusion follows.
Moreover, when vvv ≡ 000, limt→∞ V (t) = 0, and then

lim
t→∞

[Xcwww(t) − xxx(t)] = 000

which implies the consensus of xxxi, i = 1, · · · , m. �
Remark 5. The selection of D and R can be made to

minimize ||XD − BR|| with (S, D) being controllable.
In this case with R = 0, the result can also be obtained,

but the simulation errors will be larger than the case with
suitably selected R.

From Theorem 1, we have

||eeei|| ≤ max{V ((www(0), ξξξ(0)), t), γ(||vvv||∞)}
It is clear that a smaller ||vvv||∞ (which means a slower
changing command) yields smaller errors.

Furthermore, from the above proof, we can obtain the
following corollary.

Corollary 1. Under Assumptions 1 ∼ 3, all agents
achieve consensus with control law (5) when vvv = 000.

Generally, the output consensus error between two agent
outputs is

||yyyi − yyyj || ≤ 2 max{V ((www(0), ξξξ(0)), t), γ(||vvv||∞)}
Remark 6. Note that vvv can be tuned such that the

simulation error remains within computable bounds. There
is a tradeoff between exact fulfilment for specifications and
the admissible set of global commands vvv′s. Although we
cannot drive all agents exactly follow the guidance if vvv �= 000,
this provides an error tolerance for the task completion
without redesigning controllers.

Then we give an illustrative example for consensusly
tracking a desired trajectory or planned path.

Example 1. Consider 3 agents with the following dy-
namics: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

ẋ1
i = x2

i

ẋ2
i = x3

i

ẋ3
i = ui

yi = x1
i ∈ R

(16)

where C = (1, 0, 0). Obviously, Assumption 2 holds.
Here we consider a desired task trajectory wd(t) = 5 −

5 cos(0.1t). We implement this hierarchical control method
step by step as follows:

1) Construct an abstract system as

ẇww = vvv, y0 = www ∈ R (17)

Note that F = 1, S = 0, and D = 1. It is not hard to find
that

Xc = 1 ⊗ X, XT = (1, 0, 0)

and therefore, we can take C+ = X and Assumption 3 is
satisfied.

2) Design vvv and its initial conditions for the abstract sys-
tem according to the task. In this simple case, the abstract
system can complete the task by simply taking w(0) = 0
and the command controller v as follows:

ẇww = vvv = ẇd = 0.5 sin(0.1t)

3) The intra-agent topology is the switching between
graph Gi (i = 1, 2) described by the two Laplacians, re-
spectively:

L1 =

(
1 −1 0
−1 1 0
0 0 0

)
, L2 =

(
1 0 −1
0 0 0
−1 0 1

)

and the diagonal matrices for the interconnection between
the abstract system and the agents are

B1 =

[
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

]
, B2 =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

]

The switchings between the two topologies are periodically
carried out in the following order {G1,G2,G1,G2, · · · } with
periods t = 5, which satisfies Assumption 1.

4) Construct control input for agent i based on vvv and
even y0 (if available) by an interface function between two
levels in the form of (5) as⎧⎨⎩ui = vvv + kkk1zzzi,

zzzi =
∑

j∈Nσ
i

aij(xxxi − xxxj) + ai0(xxxi − XTwww)

where kkk1 = −(1,
√

2 + 1,
√

2 + 1).
The initial positions of all agents are generated randomly

between [−3, 3]. Here the output trajectories of all agents
are showed in Fig. 1 with tracking errors.

(a) Output trajectories of

all agents
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(b) Values of yi −www

(i = 1, 2, 3)

Fig. 1 The simulation results when wd(t) = 5 − 5 cos (0.1t)

This method can be easily extended to the formation
problem if we send different commands to different agents.
Here is an example for distributed formation control.

Example 2. Consider 3 planar agents with the following
dynamics: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

ẋxx1
i = xxx2

i

ẋxx2
i = xxx3

i

ẋxx3
i = uuui

yyyi = xxx1
i ∈ R2

(18)

where C = (I2, 0, 0) and xxxj
i ∈ R2. Assumption 2 is satis-

fied.
For simplicity, we consider the formation discussed in

[11]. The formations for yyyi (i = 1, 2, 3) are obtained with a
constant transformation matrix

F =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
√

3

2

1

2

−1

2

√
3

2

⎤⎥⎥⎦
and relative vectors from a given virtual center to the agents
are hhh1 = (

√
2, 1),hhh2 = (−

√
3, 1),hhh3 = (0,−2), respectively.

The motion of the virtual center for the formation is
planned first so that the center of the agents in a special
triangular formation follows a given smooth trajectory yyy(t).

Similar to Example 1, we construct an abstract system

ẇww = vvv, yyy0 = www ∈ R2 (19)

with XT = (I2, 0, 0), C+ = X and Assumption 2 is satis-
fied. Obviously, Assumption 3 holds.

In our case, we can simply take www(0) = yyy(0) and the
command controller vvv = ẏyy(t) to make the abstract system
moves along yyy(t). Here we let yyy(t) be a straight line, and
still assume the topology as in Example 1, which satisfies
Assumption 1.

To make all the agents follow the trajectory yyy(t) with
the specific formation, a distributed control law is given for
agent i:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

uuui = vvv + vvvi + kkk1zzzi

zzzi =
∑

j∈Nσ
i

aij(xxxi − xxxj) + ai0(xxxi − XTwww)

vvvi = −k1(
∑

j∈Nσ
i

aij(hhhi − hhhj) + ai0hhhi), i = 1, 2, 3

where kkk1 = −(1,
√

2 + 1,
√

2 + 1) ⊗ I2.
The simulation result is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Triangle formation of three agents

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the distributed multi-agent control prob-
lem was discussed with hierarchical control design. A sim-
ple abstract model was constructed to reduce complexity
and complete our tasks. The solvability was solved with
the help of simulation functions under some assumptions.
Leader-follower techniques were employed with two dis-
tributed hierarchical control laws for the switching multi-
agent topology case, and the stability analysis was given
with the help of common quadratic Lyapunov functions.
Our ongoing work includes the extension of our result to
nonlinear cases and the accuracy for complex tasks.
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